
Carefully read and understand all instructions before beginning. 

PROJECT:

DOMINOES WALL HANGING

    
    

    

    

    Recommended Supplies: 
Packs of 2x4” Art Bites - item #88329
Turner Acryl Gouache Smart Set - item #V17678
2H Raffine Pencil - item #68082
Vanish Eraser - item #86469
Foam Core Backer Board - item #79621
Acurit Stainless Steel Ruler - item #87303
Acurit #1 Knife - item #87301
Creative Mark Self-Healing Cutting Mat - item

#53338

SoHo Acrylic Gloss Gel - item #87523
Turner Acryl Gouache - White, 20ml tube

(optional) - item #73671
Beste One Stroke 1/2” Brush - item #72389
Rhapsody Kolinsky Sable Round size 6 - item

#76517

Find these items at www.jerrysartarama.com

Create a cute, inexpensive wall hanging for a game room or children’s bedroom.  See end of instructions for fun
variations, including playable games.
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Assemble Supplies.  Decide how many Art Bites
Dominoes you would like to make.  Carefully take craft
knife and trim the corners off all edges on top of

self-healing cutting mat, to mimic the shape of real dominoes.

STEP 1:

Using ruler, measure and mark centerline.  Take
note to draw small angles to each side (see photos)
to mimic real domino faces.  Use ruler to lightly

draw guidelines for domino dots.  If you are unsure of where dots go for
different numbers, Google search domino game piece images for
examples.  Dots are roughly the size of a standard yellow pencil eraser
and can be traced instead of freehand drawn if desired.

Lightly erase all unnecessary pencil marks.  Scribble
a legend on scrap paper to assign colors to specific
numbers (i.e. one dot= red; 2 dots= yellow; 3
dots=violet, etc.) so you don't accidentally paint the

same dot number different colors.
Carefully paint dots on sides, and paint centerline groove dark color.

STEP 3:

STEP 2:

Measuring the centerline

Marking the centerline

Drawing guidelines for domino dots

Drawing domino dots
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Fun Project Variation Ideas:

• Try different mediums on dominoes as you create
them. Consider ideas like stamping, collage, etc. to mix
it up!  

• Create a take-along dominoes game that is
lighter-weight and takes up less space than a dominoes
tin. Use decorative papers to back the dominoes by
coating the back of the domino with gloss gel and
carefully smoothing the paper flat to adhere.  Wipe off
excess gel with a lightly dampened brush.  Allow them to
fully dry, and then carefully trim off excess paper with
craft knife.

• Using the 4x8" Art Bites, make free-hanging GIANT
dominoes for sticking straight onto the wall, using Zig
Zag Picture Hangers on each.

• Back giant dominoes with Velcro tape and coat a large
board with fabric that Velro to stick to in order to create
a playable wall game.

OPTIONAL: Use the Turner White Acryl Gouache to
whiten the dominoes, if desired.  Squeeze only a
small amount at a time from tube, as Acrylic
Gouache is a resin base and dries hard, and cannot

be reused once dry.  A little goes a long way!

STEP 4:

Lay the dominoes on your backer board, and adjust the
design of them to your liking.  STEP 6:

Once arranged, pick up your dominoes one by one
and paint a thick coat of SoHo Gloss Gel on the back.
Re-position back in place on the board.  Check to

ensure all dominoes are glued down before washing out brush with soap
and water.

STEP 7:

Once dry, place a Clearmount Zig Zag Picture Hanger
on the back.  Your new artwork is ready to hang!STEP 8:
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